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Dear Friends,

Please allow me to introduce Slovakia, a country in the heart of Europe, rich of soul, experience, human potential and, above all, with 
a desire to grow. Complicated historical and political development of more than a decade brought us this year to entering the door of 
the European Union and of the North Atlantic Alliance. The level of security and of economic potential that the country has reached 
has no parallel in its history. Thanks to the reform efforts of its Government, the Slovak Republic belongs today among the leaders of 
Central Europe, and its economic growth prospects augur well for its continued prominent position also in the future. 

A forthcoming approach to the business sector, and implementation of reforms aimed at improving an effective distribution of public 
resources, have already attracted attention of major investors. Many of them have been active in Slovakia already for a number of 
years – a tangible testimony to their appreciation of social changes. The objective of our reforms is to create a standard, transparent 

and attractive business environment. In 2004, we are introducing a fundamental change in the system of taxation, with tax rates cut down to 19%, appreciated 
mainly by business people but also by many employees. According to most renowned international ratings, Slovakia ranks among best investment locations 
in Europe.

We view our strengthened position as a challenge. With further work and results we want to achieve an equal position among the countries of the European 
Union. Before us we have a wide array of new possibilities and opportunities, while behind us we have extensive experience with a complicated develop-
ment that we are ready to share with the others. We adhere to the common goal – to creating a European space based on market principles, promoting 
competitiveness and economic growth of the Union as a whole. We will therefore persevere in carrying out the reforms with the ambition to keep improving 
the Slovak business environment and making it more attractive, and to continue being one of the best investment destinations for local and international 
entrepreneurs.

Mikuláš Dzurinda

Prime Minister of The Slovak Republic

 
American businesses consider Slovakia’s busi-
ness environment to be excellent – that is why 
more than 130 of them are already here.  Naturally, 
the country’s well-educated and comparatively 
low cost labor force is a great incentive to invest 
in Slovakia, but there is much more.  The recent 
change of the tax code to a 19% flat tax rate 
for businesses and individuals helps make the 
country more competitive with other countries in 
the region.  Adding to this, and perhaps most im-

portantly is one of the most flexible labor codes in Europe.  A pro-business 
government also helps make Slovakia a very attractive investment destina-
tion.  These are only some of the reasons behind the more than quintupling 
of foreign investment in Slovakia since 2000.

Slovakia offers many opportunities to entrepreneurs, and there is a rapidly 
growing class of independent small businesses.  The Slovak government 
has already reduced most bureaucratic delays, and today there are far fewer 
problems than in many other countries in the region.

Having recently joined the European Union, Slovakia’s legislative environ-
ment has become more uniform with the rest of Western Europe’s, and its 
membership in NATO helps anchor it into a secure, pro-western orientation.  
After 34 years in business myself, I feel Slovakia is a great investment op-
portunity, and that is why I am helping to promote this country as what I 
perceive as the best place in all of Europe for foreign investors.

Ronald Weiser

The U.S. Ambasador to the Slovak Republic

 
It is for me a pleasure and an honor to write the 
foreword for the 2004 edition of the Slovakia Guide 
for Potential Investors and Business Partners. 
Since the previous edition many things have 
changed indeed. First of all Slovakia is an EU 
member state, allowing Slovak entrepreneurs to 
operate in the world’s biggest internal market and 
benefitting from economies of scale. In addition, 
EU membership gives Slovakia the opportunity to 
effectively tackle the regional imbalances through 

an efficient use of the structural and cohesion funds. However, the recent 
significant increase of foreign direct investment decisions, in stark contrast 
to the preceding years, is the result of in depth reforms in different fields 
and notably in the area of taxation. Slovakia has thus become an example 
for its neighbours and has among the more liberal economic policies in the 
European Union. This explains the interest investors show in this country 
and of course also the high real rate of growth of the Slovak economy. I 
am convinced that this country will be able to use the opportunities of EU 
membership in a productive way and that the Slovak population will feel the 
benefits of membership as well. Na záver by som chcel zaželať Slovensku 
veľa úspechov v Europskej Únii. 

Eric van der Linden

The EU Ambasador to the Slovak Republic
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 Central and Eastern Europe – Keeps Emerging
Fifteen years have passed since the fall of communism and since Russia lost its influ-
ence over the Eastern European countries.  Since then, the countries have completely 
transformed. Every year their market attractiveness is more and more pronounced.  More 
companies enhance their focus on the region as stated in the 2004 Global Real Estate 
Forecast published by Grubb & Ellis Property Solutions Worldwide and Knight Frank: 
”Over the period 2004-2007, Central & Eastern Europe is forecast to experience eco-
nomic growth averaging 4.2% per annum, making it one of the fastest growing economic 
zones in the world.“1  On May 1 in 2004, eight of these countries contributed to the 
biggest enlargement of the EU ever (Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia; Cyprus and Islands of Malta also joined the EU but these 
two were not part of the block earlier controlled by Russia).  The former communist coun-
tries are currently less developed and therefore are expected to grow faster to catch up with their Western peers.  The region‘s faster growth 
will be achieved not only through providing better business conditions such as easier and cheaper access to production inputs (e.g. cheaper 
labor), but also through closing the gaps in its current business processes and utilization of resources.

Asia will remain a strong competitor in costs cutting, though the close proximity and cultural ties of Eastern Europeans with the Western 
markets add value in terms of closer and easier control and faster time-to-market, especially in industries in which adjustments are essential 
and production is more complex.

The notion of “Eastern Europe” will shortly shift its meaning Eastward especially in corporate jargon.  Seamless movement of goods, services, 
capital, and other resources from and to the new EU member countries will evaporate the previously perceived East – West gate.  Though 
early investors will reap the greatest benefits of saved production costs by utilizing less costly but skilled labor and keeping flawless control 
over the production in neighboring but less developed Eastern parts of the EU.  For example, labor cost in automotive industry in Central and 
Eastern Europe is merely 25% of that in France translating into direct savings of about 7.5 – 9% in assembling a car.2

 Slovakia:// Experienced and Ready for New Challenges
With its current population of 5.4 million, Slovakia has gone through a very extensive political and social experience.  In the last 15 years they 
shredded Russian influence, peacefully established their independence from the Czechs, and in 2004 joined the West by becoming a mem-
ber of the EU and NATO.  Under its first prime minister – Vladimír Mečiar Slovaks learned that a country could be quickly isolated from the 
West.  Though the second premier – Mikuláš Dzurinda – proved that under the appropriate governance quick positive development is equally 
viable.  Today, after the successful EU accession, Slovakia is redefining its goals and long-term vision.  The mission of joining the West is 
accomplished.  The current target is to prove Slovakia’s competitiveness in 
the world’s leading markets. 

Slovakia:// More Developed than Many Think

Slovakia was and still is misperceived to be a poor sibling of its neighbors 
Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic.  Though, this is the result of poor 
public relations by the country’s representatives and perhaps the damage 
accomplished by policies enacted by Slovakia’s first Prime Minister Vladi-
mir Meciar.  Daniel Grieder, the Vice-President of Tommy Hilfiger Europe 
and a careful observer of opportunities in Eastern European markets, on his 
visit across the region stated, “I remember that the last time I was in Slovakia 
I was impressed how developed the country was.  But now, just a year later 
[May 2004] Slovakia’s current level of development still impresses me.  It’s 
way above the expectations of the most Westerners.  The quality of the local 
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Slovakia’s EU Integration Process
2006-2007: Slovakia joins the Schenghen - Control at the 
Borders removed: After Slovakia’s integration to the Scheng-
hen Information System
2008-2009: Slovakia joins the EURO zone – it needs to fulfill 
Maastricht criteria on a sustainable basis:
  * Reduce average inflation rate below the level of 3%
  * Reduce budget deficit below a level of 3% of GDP
  * Maintain Gross Public Debt at a level below 50% of GDP

BG - Bulgaria, CY - Cyprus, CZ - Czech Republic, EE - Estonia, HU - Hungary, LV - Latvia, LT - Lithuania, PL - Poland, RO - Romania, SI - Slovenia, SK - Slovakia

 Source:
1) 2004 Global Real Estate Forecast – Grubb & Ellis Property Solutions Worldwide, Knight Frank - http://www.grubb-ellis.com/MarketIntelligence/HiRes/GLOBAL.pdf (May 30, 2004)
2) http://www.latimes.com/business/la-ft-autos24may24,1,6745565.story?coll=la-headlines-business (May 31, 2004)
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shops, restaurants, or roads is often better than what you see in Western Europe.”

Similar comments from individuals certainly help to improve the image of the country.  
However, press coverage plays an essential role.  In this respect Slovakia is becom-
ing more attractive to the international media spotlight.  Steve Forbes of Forbes, Inc. 
published an article in Forbes magazine titled “Investor’s Paradise” featuring the vast 
opportunities Slovakia offers to business communities.  He opened the article with the 
following statement: “Slovakia is set to become the world’s Hong Kong or Ireland.”  
Gary Klaiman also published encouraging details about Slovakia’s development on 
August 24, 2003 in Financial Times in his article titled “Slovakia leads pack in eastern 
Europe.”  

Slovakia:// A Young Country with Young People

Slovakia is one of the youngest countries in the world.  This is not only because it was 
established in 1993 but it has proportionately more young people than other Central 
European countries.  Slovakia has only 15.9% of people aged 60 or more while Bulgaria, Latvia and Hungary have 22.6%, 22.0% and 20.8% 
respectively.  Such positive age distribution opens a door for greater wealth to be generated in the coming years by proportionately more 
people contributing.  More importantly, creative approaches taken by younger people will result in greater openness to change, or adjustments 
in the society and thus greater potential for advancement.

In terms of percentage it may not seem substantial, but with all other factors being equal, these numbers translate into at least 10% greater 
wealth generation in Slovakia than in countries like Hungary or Bulgaria.

Slovakia:// With One of the Most Flexible Labor Codes in Europe

As of July 1, 2003, Slovakia’s newly effective labor code provides for greater flexibility in working time, variable job contracts, and the use 
of temporary workers.  Overtime hours per year have increased to 400, and the termination of employment relations became more flexible.  
For example, the notice period for was reduced to two months (and in certain contracts to 15 days) and unsatisfactory work results provide 
sufficient grounds for employment termination. 3 (Visit http://www.employment.gov.sk/en/ for more information).

Slovakia:// Flat & Simplified Tax System with 19% – Another Reason For Moving to Slovakia

The newly adopted Flat Tax at 19% is expected to have substantial impact on attracting more businesses to Slovakia.  However, it is not only 
the low rate but also the simplification of the tax system which is very encouraging for companies.  With virtually every business activity be-
ing taxed at the same rate – 19% – firms do not need to spend their energy on optimizing their financial statements.  Corporations can more 
effectively enhance their core businesses, resulting in improved performance and a substantial boost to local productivity.  To avoid double 
taxation (or taxing income which was already taxed) dividend tax and inheritance tax rates are set to 0%.

Slovakia:// Lengthy Lawsuits – Avoidable

Justice Corruption and lengthy lawsuits curtailed the opportunities in the country.  However, the new Slovak Arbitration Law stipulates that 
Arbitration is available for commercial and civil matters which can be the subject of a judicial settlement.  This allows settlement of disputes 
and enforcement of decisions at a pace comparable to those in developed Western markets.4  Hence, it is strongly suggested to include an 
Arbitration clause into contracts.  
Any of the numerous local and 
international legal consulting firms 
can assist in this regard as well as 
with other legal issues.
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3) http://www.us.kpmg.com/microsite/tax/ies/2003_Flash_Alerts/fa03-178.pdf 
(June 4, 2004)
4) Allen & Overy: Bulletin – New Slovak Arbitration Law; September 2002

Year
Rating Agencies

Standard&Poor’s Moody’s FITCH R&I

2004 BBB+ positive outlook (since March)  BBB+ positive outlook (since January)  

2003 BBB positive outlook A3
BBB positive outlook (change in outlook 

in November)
BBB (since 
January)

2002 BBB positive outlook (since December) A3 (since November) BBB- positive outlook (since November) BBB-

Parliamentary elections (September 2002)

2001 BBB- positive outlook (since October)
Baa3 stable outlook 
(since November)

BB+ positive outlook (change in outlook 
in February)

BBB-
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 SPECIFIC BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN SLOVAKIA
Slovakia:// A Safe Market with Financial Investment Opportunities

High interest rates in the country reflect existing opportunities for providing finances 
to businesses rather than to historically higher risks.  Still, relatively low available 
capital allows banks to provide their services with higher margins and lower risks 
than in the neighboring countries.  A strengthening Slovak Crown – the local currency 
– reinforces investment opportunities in the country.  The Crown outperformed curren-
cies of all other new EU members.  For instance if a EUR 100 billion was exchanged 
to local currency at the end of 2001 and loaned to entities for two years it would yield 
in Slovakia EUR 21.63 billion - which is greater than in any other new EU member 
country (note: Romania is not an EU member).  And the same amount invested to 
Poland would result in a loss of EUR 12 billion.

A concluding Statement by International Monetary Fund published on May 27, 2004, 
was also very upbeat.  Among other positive assessments the report mentioned that 
“Slovakia’s accession to the European Union (EU) took place amidst promising eco-
nomic prospects” which was backed up by “strong competitive position vis-a-vis 
western Europe and neighboring countries, the coming on-stream of past (mainly 
foreign) direct investments, skillful macroeconomic management, and improve-

ments in the business climate reflecting the privatization of public enterprises, 
a strengthened legal framework, and labor market reform.”  Strong economic 
outlook and positive trends were predicted, with over 5% growth in the medium 
term.  Even the fiscal policies were positively assessed: “Slovakia’s 2004 bud-
get target is well within reach, with favorable prospects for overperformance”.5

Slovakia:// A Strategically Situated European Logistics & 
Distribution Hub

Slovakia is strategically positioned, connecting the former Soviet Union 
(Ukraine) with the West (Austria).  Its capital, Bratislava, split by the Danube 
River is the only capital in Europe adjacent to two other countries (Austria and 
Hungary).  Bratislava has its own international airport, train and bus stations, 
and a port on the Danube River linking Vienna and Budapest, making it perfectly 
suited for a logistics and distribution hub covering the four countries [Austria, 
Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary].  

Slovakia:// Place for Headquarters

Bratislava’s strategic location and relatively small size makes the city very attractive for 
the establishment of corporate headquarters or regional offices.  Lower rent for luxuri-
ous office space makes Bratislava preferable cost-wise.  Traffic jams are almost non-
existent compared to those in larger western cities.  This allows for higher-quality of life 
and greater productivity.  Bratislava’s location will become even more attractive after 
Slovakia joins Schengen zone (expected in 2006 or 2007).  Travelers will no longer 
need to stop and show their IDs or passports every time they cross the border.  

Slovakia:// Opportunities in Manufacturing & Assembly 

Volkswagen, Whirlpool, U.S. Steel, and ON Semiconductor are just a few companies 
in the pool of shining examples representing successful manufacturing in Slovakia. All 
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of them have dramatically expanded their pro-
duction in recent years and plan to do so into the future.  They all praise Slovakia’s highly qualified, inexpensive and 
readily available labor.  Statistical data only confirm their claims. With the average monthly wage of $391 (Poland 
- $566, Czech Republic - $600 and Hungary $612), and unemployment rate still high - 17.4% - Slovakia offers an 
easy access to a large pool of inexpensive labor.  Moreover, Slovakia borders with Western Europe (Austria), where 
the pay difference is even more remarkable.  The neighboring Austria and adjacent Germany have average wages 
about 10 times the level of Slovakia (Austria - $3,000 and Germany - $3,500).  Low costs of real estate property, 
already developed infrastructure, and significant investment incentives further enhance the existing opportunities.

In recent months a handful of other global players have announced their entry to Slo-
vakia. They include car producers Hyundai Motor Corp., creating 3,000 new jobs, and 
PSA Peugeot Citroen creating 3,500 new jobs rolling out 200,000 and 300,000 cars per 
year respectively.  Another example of a new entrant is Sky Media Manufacturing which 
obtained EUR 2 million in incentives from the Slovak government.  This Swiss manu-
facturer of optical media (CDs and DVDs), a part of the leading global producer Sky Tec 
Group, will build in western Slovakia the fourth largest facility in the World with output 
of 700 million disks per year.6

Slovakia:// High-tech Opportunities

Slovakia has a large pool of underutilized, talented individuals in the fields of science 
and technology. The country leads the CEE region in scientific and engineering talent, 
with 1,844 scientists and engineers in research & development per 1 million people.  By 
comparison, the ratio in the Czech Republic is 1,349, in Hungary 1,445, in Po-
land 1,429, and in Romania only 9137.  Because of the small size of the country 
and locally small R&D budgets, many top Slovak science and technology pro-
fessionals currently have to choose between inconvenient relocation to pursue 
better paying opportunities abroad and taking low paying and unchallenging 
jobs domestically.  Most decide to stay, but would jump at new and challenging 
opportunities in Slovakia.  More importantly, Slovakia’s lowest average wage in 
the region makes the savings to foreign investors even greater when employing 
Slovakia’s skilled workforce.

Slovakia’s advanced infrastructure provides tools for effective and efficient 
communication and data exchange with foreign partners.  Broadband Internet 
access via DSL and Cable TV technology is widely available.  And competition 
in the market drove prices down to as low as $10/month for DSL connections.  
Such inexpensive data access at these speeds is still rare in many parts of the 
U.S.  The most recent study by the World Bank revealed that Slovakia ranked 
first among other Visegrad countries for computer experience, with 148 com-
puters per 1,000 people.  By comparison, the Czech Republic had 146 per 
thousand, Hungary had 100, and Poland had 85.  Slovakia also ranked first for 

If a local office managing the four 
markets (Austria, Czech Republic, 
Hungary, and Slovakia) is placed 
in Prague instead of Bratislava 
and 100 return trips are made by 
its employees to each location the 
firm loses approximately 1,090 
man-hours which translates into 
136 business days of a single 
employee per year.  This repre-
sents more than half a year lost 
just in terms of the employee’s 
time.  Opportunity cost of doing 
more productive work, greater 
potential for injury, increased 
transportation cost, and higher 
property rental costs are just a few 
other negative side effects.

From / To Bratislava Vienna Budapest Prague Total Miles
Bratislava - 41 128 197 366

Vienna 41 - 154 175 370
Budapest 128 154 - 323 605
Prague 197 175 323 695

From / To Bratislava Vienna Budapest Prague Total Minutes
Bratislava - 51 137 187 375

Vienna 51 - 159 196 406
Budapest 137 159 - 319 615
Prague 187 196 319 - 702
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6) http://www.slovakspectator.sk/clanok.asp?vyd=online&cl=16005 (June 5, 2004)
7) Worldbank – ICT Expenditures: http://www.worldbank.org/data/countrydata/ictglance.htm (Feb 18, 2003)
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“Broadband Internet Access Availability” earning 4.8 points out of a 
possible 7 in the same report.  The Czech Republic only scored a 4.3, 
Hungary a 4.2, and Poland a 4.0.  

Mobile GSM signals cover virtually the whole country, and local pro-
viders already offer custom–fit, sophisticated services such as mobile 
account recharge through ATMs and mobile banking.  Slovak EuroTel, 
owned by foreign companies Deutsche Telecom and Atlantic West, was 
the first telecommunication provider in the world that allowed its GSM 
subscribers to watch TV live on their handsets, and among the first 5% 
of providers in the world to launch Multimedia Messaging Systems 
(MMSs).  It recently launched 3G Edge technology allowing mobile 
users to surf the Internet up to 5 times the speed available via GPRS 
(240kbps).  Eurotel’s success created a 40% increase in EBITDA (Earn-
ings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization) and a 90% 
increase in Net Income in 2003.

Several foreign High-Tech companies have already recognized these 
opportunities.  World-leading IT firms such as Oracle, HP, IBM, SAP, 
SUN, Microsoft, and Siemens are already well established and grow-
ing.  

Slovakia:// A European Base for Outsourcing 

Ready access to low cost, skilled labor also makes Slovakia an excellent choice for outsourcing opportunities.  Often, it is enough to hire a lo-
cal English-speaking team or individual to manage projects or operations.  When outsourced to local partners, foreign companies may realize 
significant cost savings.  Outsourcing may prove to be an efficient and cheap way to test the waters – and establish a company’s presence in 
the region followed by acquisitions or joint ventures.

Slovakia:// An Ideal Test Market

Slovakia’s compact market of five million opens up unique opportunities for companies to test their products and services.  Whether it is a 
new chocolate bar, broadband access, mobile payments, advanced health treatments, or even setting up the network for launching hydrogen 
fuel cars, the Slovak market is well suited for such tests.  The small size of the country allows for cheap and quick adjustments or revisions 
to existing practices.  The same is true for installation of new technologies or processes. Highly skilled local people can easily ensure the 
quality of test procedures.

Slovakia:// A New Tourism Destination – Ski Resorts, Mountains, Spas, Towns, and Castles

Smarterliving.com placed Slovakia in its Top Five Bargain destinations for Summer 
2004 along with Costa Rica, Belize, Hawaii and U.S. National parks8.  They reasoned 
that with the economic opportunities that will arise with the new EU membership, 
travelers may find that these bargains will soon be history. 

Travelers are now seeking destinations which are “cool and unexplored by others”, 
and that is where Slovakia comes into play.  It is still a destination which seems exotic 
to foreigners and one in which they can enjoy the authentic atmosphere of a European 
country that has not yet experienced a flood of foreign tourists.  Moreover, once tour-
ists arrive they tend to stick around for a longer time despite the relatively small size 
of the country.  For instance, the average number of nights spent by foreign tourists 
in hotels and similar establishments is higher in Slovakia than in the much larger and 
more widely known Czech Republic, Poland, or Hungary.

The ski resorts of the Tatra Mountains are much sought after destinations for many 
tourists from neighboring countries.  It is not rare to see people traveling over 1,000 
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8) http://www.smarterliving.com/columns/features/column.php?id=6595&ctid=i6595c2p54 (June 5, 2004)
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miles (1,600 kilometers) from Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg, Germany, or even 
France to spend their vacation in the Tatras.  The Tatras also offer great opportuni-
ties for hiking, rock climbing, rafting, biking, paragliding, and other recreational 
activities.  

Spas in Slovakia, run and managed by local people, are not well marketed or known 
abroad.  There are also a great number of natural springs, which are currently not 
utilized at all – a potentially significant business opportunity.

After the fall of communism, a number of castles and historical buildings were 
returned to their former owners.  Others have reverted to municipal ownership, and 
cash-strapped local governments are seeking partners or buyers to renovate and 
operate these valuable pearls of the country’s rich history.  

The people of Slovakia are welcoming more and more foreign visitors into their 
towns each year.  A few small entrepreneurs have recently started to produce bro-

chures, and offer unique artifacts and souvenirs.  Some have even rebuilt historic cars for touring the old towns.  Significant opportunities for 
introducing and operating new attractions to keep tourists in the cities over longer periods of time still exist. 

Perhaps the greatest prospect in the Slovak tourism industry lies in improving the quality and broadening the range of existing recreational 
services.  Slovakia is potentially attractive not only to independent travelers seeking the authentic atmosphere of an “off the beaten track” 
European country, but also to tourists desiring greater comfort and a greater number of choices.  Tatralandia, an aquapark recently built in the 
Tatras, has attracted enough local and foreign visitors to afford expansion in 2004 making it the biggest water paradise in Slovakia and the 
Czech Republic combined.  This summer the owners also added 101 theme huts to accommodate visitors inside the park. 

Slovakia:// Movie Industry

Making a movie in Slovakia is easy and inexpensive.  Much human talent is readily available, and the country possesses a varied climate 
containing the kinds of scenery desired by producers and directors.   Beautiful mountains with steep hills and unique waterfalls, medieval 
towns, untouched meadows, fairy tale castles and caves, large lakes, wooden cottages, or even modern shopping malls and busy expressways 
can all be found within the country’s borders.  

Slovakia:// Education and Health

Frequent complaints, low levels of private ownership, and the high rate of non-transparent practices in these two sectors clearly demonstrate 
a lack of competition.  There are mainly state-run universities and hospitals, which provide essentially free services to Slovak citizens but at 
a cost of lower quality. The first privately owned clinics and schools are just emerging, so there is still space for more organizations to enter 
the market.  In June 2004, the Ministry of Education had only three private colleges and universities registered compared to the twenty-seven 
state-run facilities.  The health sector situation is no different.  Only small, private offices and undercapitalized clinics had been established.  
The more demanding clients, including the former president of the Slovak Republic, were willing to pay the higher prices and travel to neigh-
boring Austria in order to get better quality care.

Slovakia:// Opportunities in Modeling Industry

When asked about the greatest benefits of Slovakia, ex-patriots’ first responses are frequently “beautiful girls, nice people, and cheap beer”.  
Companies which utilize the modeling industry include Apparel, Accessories, Footwear, Jewelry, Advertising, Video, Retail, Photography, as 
well as a number of other more traditional industries such as Automotive, Food and Drinks, and Personal and Household products. All of these 
have a great need for a large pool of available talent.

And firms involved in the Talent and Modeling industry such as FORD Models, Elite Model Management, IMG, or Wilhelmina may explore 
Slovakia in the hopes of discovering a number of rising stars.  Since this industry is largely based on subjective opinions, this should serve 
as an invitation to photographers, modeling agents, and other beauty-related industry professionals to come and see.

Slovakia:// Industrial Parks in Slovakia

The government of Slovakia passed an Industrial Parks Law in March 2001, allowing municipalities to receive funds from the central govern-

9) http://www.slovakspectator.sk/clanok-15392.html (June 5, 2004)
10) CESTAT Statistical Bulletin 2003/4
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ment to secure suitable land and build sufficient infrastructure.  According to the law, the central government may cover up to 70 percent of 
the cost to purchase or lease land and develop the necessary infrastructure. After only a few months had passed, several industrial parks had 
been established or were being built in Malacky, Trnava, Gabcikovo, Sladkovicovo, Vrable, Kechnec, Strazske, Roznava, Spisska Nova Ves, 
Bardejov, Kosice - Peres, Michalovce, Poprad - Matejovce, Levice – Gena, Maly Krtis, Devinska Nova Ves, and Humenne.  They all now pro-
vide a modern infrastructure, convenient location, expedient sourcing, and a readily available local workforce.  The construction of Industrial 
Parks should receive a boost if the Ministry of Economy’s recent proposal to increase the government’s investment of EUR 7.4 mil. by another 
1.7 mil is approved.9

Slovakia:// The Space is Wide Open - Competition is Low … 
For Now 

There is significantly lower foreign direct investment (FDI) per capita in Slovakia 
than in the other Visegrad countries.   By the end of 2003, FDI in Slovakia was only 
19% of the Czech Republic’s and only 26% of Hungary’s.  With 5 million citizens, 
compared to the Czech Republic’s and Hungary’s 10 million, Slovakia had only 
36% of the Czech Republic’s FDI per capita and only 51% of Hungary’s.10

 Slovakia – Your New Business 
Destination
Whirlpool, Volkswagen, and U.S. Steel are just a few examples of world-lead-
ing companies that have profited enormously from their investments in Slovakia.  
Although these companies entered Slovakia early and are now well established in 

the region, there are a host of investment opportunities still remaining.  These opportunities lie in a number of areas including distribution 
and logistics, manufacturing and assembly, education and health, high-tech production, outsourcing, testing, tourism, modeling, and movie 
production.

Slovakia has caught up with its neighbors, its economy has stabilized and its infrastructure is well set up for growth. It just joined the “West-
ern club” through the EU and NATO.  Abundant, highly skilled labor makes it easy to quickly establish operations here, and the low level of 
competition makes it relatively easy to succeed.  Considering these advantages, including the potential for Eastern country in terms of input 
costs and Western country in terms of advancement, Slovakia should rank at the top of any site list for great business ventures in the newly 
expanded EU region.
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Slovakia:// Western Quality at Eastern Costs

Slovakia provides a stable business environment capable of 
Western quality production at Eastern input costs.  
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